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Abstract 

In this paper, we investigate the determinants of war duration using the Uppsala Conflict Data 

Program (UCDP) Conflict Termination Dataset 1946-2007. Various duration models are used to 

analyze the length of terminated conflict spells that ended with victories and peace or ceasefires or 

show low activity. Multi-spell Cox proportional hazards models and single spell log-logistic hazard 

models suggest that major conflicts are shorter than minor conflicts; internal wars are longer than 

wars between states; and conflicts are shorter in Europe than other regions. There are some small 

differences for the determinants of terminated wars and wars with low activities or no activities. 
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1.Introduction 

 

During the twentieth century there developed a minor industry devoted to counting wars and 

trying to identify statistical patterns in war data and the databases available have grown in detail 

and coverage. Data sets like those produced by the Correlates of War, COW, and the Uppsala 

Conflict Data Program, UCDP, are now widely analyzed. 

 

However, these are large and complex data-sets and their statistical analysis involves a variety of 

assumptions, which are not always appreciated, by those not familiar with the techniques used. In 

this paper we examine the UCDP and provide a pedagogic exposition of the nature of the data, the 

transformations involved and the statistical techniques that are used to quantify the dynamics of 

conflicts. 

 

This statistical focus has not been uncontroversial and many have questioned whether it is possible 

to quantify a complex social phenomenon such as war and argued that any coding rules used to 

turn inherently qualitative phenomena into quantitative measures will inevitably be arbitrary. 
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Cramer (2006) presents a recent critique of quantitative studies. There are a variety of problems. 

One problem is how to distinguish wars from other types of violent conflict. One of the earliest 

workers in this area, Lewis Fry Richardson (1948, 1960), avoided the distinction completely and 

looked at Statistics of Deadly Quarrels, whether they might be counted as wars or not. His lead has 

not been generally followed and rules have been developed to distinguish wars from other, e.g. 

criminal, conflicts. Whether this distinction is appropriate is a matter of judgment. Violent death 

rates can be much higher in countries at peace, particularly in Latin America, than in countries at 

war. The characteristics used to distinguish wars from other deadly quarrels include that a 

government must be directly involved over a conflict about a political or territorial issue. This leaves 

difficulties such as distinguishing whether the conflict is between the government and an organized 

criminal group or a politically motivated group; how to treat conflicts that take place in territories 

without a government, e.g. Somalia in the 1990s, and how to treat multiple simultaneous conflicts, 

(should the various conflicts during World War II, or currently in Sudan, be regarded as different 

conflicts or part of the same conflict). Even when there is a conflict that most would agree 

constituted a war there can be great difficulty in getting agreement about when it started and why, 

when it ended and how many died, whether they died in battle or were collateral casualties; all 

variables that influencing the coding in the data set. 

 

While we recognise these difficulties, we believe that the quantitative data can capture some 

important features of the complex qualitative social reality, albeit with substantial measurement 

error, and therefore it is useful to examine whether there are systematic patterns in the 

quantitative data on war. The fact that there are a large number of conflicts may make it easier to 

identify any systematic patterns since there is a possibility (though no certainty) that measurement 

errors and conflict specific factors may average out. If this is the case then "large n" analysis may 

allow us to identify common patterns that may not be obvious when one conducts case-studies of 

individual conflicts because they are swamped by the effect of conflict specific factors. But while 

such data may be useful one must also be aware of their limitations. 

 

The UCDP dataset that we will use records that since the end of World War II, a total of 235 armed 

conflicts have been active and total 123 countries had conflicts in 149 locations through the world. 

Many countries had multiple spells of conflict of varying durations. In 2007, there were still ongoing 

35 armed conflicts in 22 locations. This figure remained relatively low following post-Cold period 

but the continuous decline seen in the 1990s now seems to have ceased. Harbom and Wallensteen 

(2007). 

 

This situation makes it questionable how successful the international community has actually been 

in solving conflict, as argued for instance in the Human Security Report 2005. It makes thus 

necessary to study the factors of the conflicts. There are studies which examine both the reasons 

for general conflicts and civil wars. For instance, Krustev (2006) focus on the interdependence and 

duration of militarized conflicts. Gleditsch (2007) studies the transnational dimensions of civil war; 

and DeRouen and Bercovitch (2008) look at the enduring internal rivalries of civil wars. 

    

Our aim in this study is thus to examine the methods used to analyse the dynamics of conflict: the 

number of spells of war, their duration and how they end, e.g. victory or ceasefire and see whether 

they are influenced by the nature of the conflict (e.g. an international dimension) and the source of 

the conflict (e.g. incompatibility over territory or government). Data on each of these are available 
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in the UCDP database. The techniques we use are multi-spell transitions with a semi-parametric Cox 

proportional hazard duration model and a fully parametric log-logistic duration model. 

    

The plan of paper is as follows. Section 2 presents Richardson’s ideas. Section 3 introduces the 

survey of the issues. Section 4 presents data and discusses the empirical estimation strategy we 

follow. Section 5 reports first the results of the semi-parametric Cox type of proportional hazard 

estimates and then the results of parametric Log-logistic model estimates treating spells according 

to spell orders and different outcomes. Section 6 concludes the study. 

 

 

2.Richardson’s ideas 

 

Richardson is one of two persons usually cited as founders of the systematic study of the causes of 

war (Quincy Wright is the other). He favoured quantitative study: “There are many anti-war 

societies, but they are concerned with propaganda, not research. There is a wide public interest in 

the subject provided it is expressed in bold rhetoric, but not if it is quantitative scientific study 

involving statistics and mathematics”. The quotes come from Richardson (1960). As a student of the 

great statistician Karl Pearson, Richardson, accepted Pearson’s contention that “popular beliefs 

ought to be tested by statistics”. Richardson’s data search led him in quest of the records of “deadly 

quarrels” in “the whole world since the beginning of A. D. 1820” about “belligerents”.  

 

Richardson treated war as a species of “deadly quarrel”. By a deadly quarrel is meant any quarrel 

which caused death to humans. The term thus includes murders, banditries, mutinies, insurrections, 

and wars small and large; but excludes accidents, and calamities such as earthquakes and 

tornadoes. Deaths by famine and disease are included if they were immediate results of the quarrel, 

but not otherwise. In puzzling cases the legal criterion of ‘malice aforethought’ was taken as a guide. 

“The magnitude of a quarrel is defined to be the logarithm to the base ten of the number of people 

who died because of that quarrel”.  

 

Richardson found that the onsets of wars per year showed a Poisson distribution as did the endings 

of wars. Stars in space, raisins in a cake, wrong-number calls per day received per telephone, deaths 

per cavalry regiment per year from horse kicks – all show empirical distributions that appear to fit 

the theoretical Poisson distribution of rare events. The Poisson patterns found by Richardson are 

confirmed by Wilkinson (1980). Our focus in this paper will not be on the probability of conflict 

beginning and ending, but the duration of the conflict.  

 

Richardson also pointed out that ‘the larger, the fewer’ describes fatal quarrels. He fit several log-

log linear functions of varying generality, complexity, and utility to his data on deadly quarrels: in all 

of them the number of quarrels of a given magnitude diminished as the magnitude increased. This 

approximate power law distribution between frequency and size of conflicts noted by Richardson, 

with size measured in number of deaths or casualties has been replicated for many subsequent 

conflicts. Bohorquez (2009) present data for nine recent insurgencies, where the relationship 

between event size as measured by  casualties and event frequency follow power laws, with 

exponents mainly close to 2.5, whereas for conventional wars the exponent is rather lower around 

1.7. They suggest a theoretical model to explain this pattern for insurgencies.   

 

3. Survey of the issues 
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There is a large literature on measuring the duration of wars, say 
ij

d  the length of war i  in 

country j . Hegre (2004), which is the introduction to a special issue of the Journal of Peace 

Research on the duration and termination of wars, provides an introduction. The discussion below 

tries to survey the modelling issues in the literature without attributing particular methods or 

approaches to particular authors.  

 

Duration is interesting because war onset is roughly constant at 1-2% of countries per year, so the 

number of wars in progress at any one time largely reflects duration. War onset is also difficult to 

predict, so reducing the number of wars may be more effectively done by actions that speed 

termination and reduce duration.  

 

Measuring wars is difficult enough, depending on conventions for coding wars, but measuring their 

duration is more difficult since there is often doubt about exactly when wars begin and end. In 

particular, many countries suffer multiple spells of war. There may be a period of intense conflict, a 

period of low activity, then renewed intense conflict. Whether this is coded as two short wars or 

one long war has a major impact on estimation. When the dataset starts also matters, because 

wars before the start date have no impact on subsequent wars. A number of different datasets are 

used and they have rather different characteristics. Anderton and Carter (2011) provide a review of 

30 datasets on conflict. 

 

A common model for duration specifies a hazard function of the form 

 

0h(d|x, )=h (d)exp( 'x)ν β ν  

 

Where the hazard is the probability of the war ending after time d  given that it had continued to 

time d. This is defined as 

 

( ) ( ) / ( )h d f d S d= , 

 

where ( )f d  is the probability density function, and  

 

( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( )S d F d P D d= − = − <  

 

is the survival function, one minus the cumulative distribution function. The integrated hazard 

function ( ) log ( )d S dΛ = −  is also useful. The baseline hazard is is 0h (d) . This shows how the 

hazard behaves over time, such as how it increases or decreases. The baseline hazard is shifted by 

x ,  a vector of covariates, such as external intervention, and ν , unobserved heterogeneity.  

 

Some wars, which have survived d  periods, may not have ended during the data and these are 

described as censored observations. We know that the war lasted at least d periods, but not when 

it ended.  Parametric versions of the model can be written 

 

0h(d|x, , )=h (d, )exp( 'x) ( )ν θ α β ν γ , 
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where ( , , )θ α β γ=  is the full set of parameters, from baseline hazard, covariates and unobserved 

heterogeneity. Parametric models are usually estimated by maximum likelihood where the log 

likelihood takes the form 

 

log ( ) log ( , ) log ( , ) log ( , ) log ( , )
U C U A

L f d S d h d S dθ θ θ θ θ= + = +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ . 

 

The sums are taken over: uncensored observations, U; censored observations, C; and all 

observations, A. The censored observations thus only appear in the survival function. 

 

There is an issue as to whether there should be a common model for all wars or separate models 

for different types of war: small wars versus large wars or inter-state wars versus intra-state wars. If 

one pools the data, one treats wars as homogeneous, except to the extent that the covariates 

include indicators for different types of war. If one partitions the data into wars of different types 

one allows for heterogeneity in the form of the baseline hazard and the effect of the covariates, 

which may be plausible. External intervention may have different effects on internal wars than 

intrastate wars. However, wars are comparatively rare events, so as one partitions the data one 

gets smaller samples making estimation more difficult.   

 

Various procedures are used to estimate the baseline hazard. Non-parametric procedures, which do 

not allow for covariates, involve graphing the empirical survival function or hazard function; 

perhaps separately for different types of war.  Semi-parametric procedures, most commonly the 

Cox proportional hazards regression, allow for a completely flexible baseline hazard and measure 

the effect of the covariates. Again one can allow the hazard function to differ for different types of 

wars. Parametric models specify a particular functional form for the baseline hazard, the simplest 

being the exponential, which depends on only one parameter, and has a constant hazard. Two 

parameter distributions include Weibull, log-normal and log-logistic. The shape of the baseline 

hazard may be captured by dummy variables assuming it constant over particular intervals or 

interacted with a parametric form, such as piecewise exponential. If the functional form accurately 

describes the duration dependence, parametric forms are more efficient, using the data more 

effectively. 

 

The duration of the war seems to depend of the way the war ended: by victory for a particular side, 

ceasefire, peace agreement, or exhaustion. There is an information issue here, since while the war 

is in progress one does not know how it will end and how it will end may depend on duration. Thus 

disaggregating wars by how they ended raises statistical difficulties.  Procedures to handle ending 

include competing risks type frameworks or modelling the type of termination directly, by a 

multinomial choice type model. The competing risks framework treats wars that do not end in a 

specific way as being censored.  

 

Many countries have had multiple spells of war and the characteristics of the previous war may 

influence the duration of this war. This state dependence arising from multiple wars is handled in 

various ways. A simple method is to include years of peace and number of previous wars as 

covariates, but one may also want to include more characteristics of previous wars, such as how 

they ended. 
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The covariates, the relevant variables that change the risk (chance) of the war ending, are usually 

chosen on the basis of some theory of war. There are many theories of war, emphasising motives 

such as greed or grievance; the feasibility of conflict; or the credibility of commitments to 

alternatives to conflict. Thus there are a large number of possible covariates that have been used in 

the literature. One must also choose the functional form for the covariates. These choices include 

using the change, level or cumulative sum of the variable; using logarithms or other 

transformations; or flexible functional forms like splines. For inter-state wars, one must choose how 

to model the way the covariates of the multiple countries involved interact, though it is common to 

use dyad data and just consider pairs of countries. One must also consider endogeneity issues, since 

some of the covariates may be influenced by the duration of the conflict. This is sometimes dealt 

with by using covariates taken from before the conflict began, but in countries with multiple 

conflicts there is likely to be correlation with earlier conflicts. 

 

Typically the covariates have fallen into the following categories. Economic and social 

characteristics of the country such as: per-capita income, income inequality, a measure of size such 

as population, trade flows, education, ethnic or religious divisions and demographic features such 

as fertility, life expectancy, infant mortality, and proportions of the population in particular groups, 

such as young men. Geographic characteristics of the country: location, by continent, latitude, 

access to sea; number and nature of the neighbours (war can be contagious); forests, mountains 

(making insurgency easier). Nature of the state: democracy/autocracy; measures of state capacity 

such as tax revenues, bureaucratic quality, corruption; size and effectiveness of its military; its 

integration into the international system through membership of international organisations. 

Source of conflict: over government or territory. Economic or military intervention by third parties 

coded in various ways. The intensity of the war, measured in deaths per year, characteristics of 

previous wars. Conflict financing: state dependence on natural resources, lootable resources 

available, commodity price shocks, illegal drug production, diaspora support. Time may also matter, 

there seems to be a trend for wars to become shorter, though this may reflect changes in other 

covariates. To allow for this one can introduce dummies for decades in the covariates. 

 

The fact that there are such a large number of possible covariates and the fact that many of these 

covariates are correlated, both make determining causes difficult. We will use a fairly short list of 

covariates to illustrate the procedures. 

 

 

4. Data and estimation strategy 

 

Below, we describe the data, the transformations involved and the statistical techniques that are 

used to quantify the dynamics of conflicts.  

We have information about following characteristics: 

The date the conflict started and finished and thus the duration of the conflicts, measured in days 

the number of conflict spells and their order from first to seventh, the most 

the cause of conflict (territory or government) 

the nature of conflict (extrasystemic, interstate, internal, internationalised internal) 

the region of conflict (Europe, Middle East, Asia, Africa, America)  

the intensity of conflict (battle-related deaths between 25 and 999 per year (minor); deaths 1000 or 

more (major))  

 the outcome of conflict (victory, peace, ceasefire, no or low activity, other) 
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There will also be unobserved heterogeneity, unmeasured factors which shorten or lengthen the 

duration of the conflict. 

 

An armed conflict is defined by UCDP as a contested incompatibility that concerns government or 

territory or both, where the use of arms forces between two parties results in at least 25 battle-

related deaths in a year. Of these two parties, at least one has to be the government of a state. The 

conflicts are also classified by type as extrasystemic (the old anti-colonial and anti-imperialist wars, 

wars between one group that is a member of an established set of states and one that is not), 

interstate (between two or more states), internal (between the government of a state and internal 

opposition groups) and internationalized internal (between the government of a state and one or 

more internal opposition groups, with intervention from other states in the form of troops). 

 

The data set contains 123 countries and over the 61 year sample period, 1946-2007, a total of 235 

armed conflicts have been active in 149 locations. This gives a total of 431 conflict spells of which 

35 were continuing at the end of 2007; of these 344 were minor and 87 wars. A conflict can change 

the level of severity from one year to the next. 

 

Table 1 presents data on the number of wars (major or minor) and the average length of war. There 

are minor wars in almost twice as many locations than major wars and minor wars are almost four 

times more frequent as than major wars though they tend to be shorter. The longest minor war 

was 48 years; the longest major war was 43 years. 

 

Conflicts Locations Spells Average days 

Minor wars 97 344 1347 

Major wars 52 87 1686 

Total 149 431  

Table 1. Wars by size, location, spell numbers and average spell lengths in days. 

 

 

In Table 2, conflicts are ordered by the number of spells. It also gives the mean duration days of 

wars for each spell. There are altogether seven repeated conflict spells of total 431 spells. The first 

four spells have approximately 4 years’ lengths each, the fifth and sixth have 2.5 years and the last 

spell has almost 8 years’ length. The longest spell mean is observed for the war between India and 

Pakistan which is repeated seven times, i.e., they had seven spells. 

 

 

Ordered spells Number of spells Mean duration days 

1 235 1434 

2 99 1480 

3 54 1326 

4 21 1559 

5 15 937 

6 6 863 

7 1 2887 

Total 431  

Table 2. Ordered spells, numbers of spells and lengths of terminated wars. 
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Table 3 gives the joint distribution of war size and source of conflict. The majority of the wars 

between 1946 and 2007 are internal and minor wars (260 wars of total 431).  There are total 346 

internal wars together with internalized internal wars. It is followed by interstate, internalized 

internal and extrasystemic wars. The old types of independency (extrasystemic) wars are only 22 

which show that they are not so important for the period since 1945. 

 

Wars  Minor wars  Major wars  Total 

Extrasystemic 18 4 22 

Interstate 40 23 63 

Internal 260 49 309 

Internationalised internal 26 11 37 

Total 344 87 431 

Table 3. Distribution of wars by size and source of conflict. 

     

The form of termination is classified as Victory, Peace, Ceasefire Agreement, No or low activity and 

other outcomes. A victory is when one side in armed conflict is either defeated or eliminated, or 

otherwise succumbs to the power of the other through capitulation, surrender or similar public 

announcement. A peace agreement is coded as an agreement --or the first in a series agreement -- 

concerned with the resolution of the incompatibility signed and/or publicly accepted by all or the 

main actors in a conflict. A ceasefire agreement is an agreement between all of the main actors in a 

conflict that terminates military operations. No or low activity conflicts or the wars idle or showing 

very low activities which dominates the by 144 wars. Other outcomes include cases when the 

conflict seizes without an observable victory or any type of agreement signed. Fighting may 

continue at an even lower intensity than necessary to be included by UCDP as an active armed 

conflict, a party may withdraw for tactical reasons or due to leadership change, it may decided to 

pursue a non-violent strategy, or may have lost support from a powerful ally. Table 4 gives the joint 

distribution of war size and type of termination. 

 

 Minor wars Major wars Total 

Continuing wars 30 5 35 

Peace 41 15 56 

Ceasefire 22 12 34 

Victory 91 31 120 

No war or low activity 129 15 144 

Other 17 6 23 

Total 344 87 431 

Table 4. Distribution of wars by types of termination and size. 

 

Table 5 gives the descriptive statistics for the variables using all 1912 terminated spell years. The 

first group of variables is related to the conflict lengths, such as, mean duration, spell number, 

censoring information and lags of previous durations. The second group of variables includes 

conflict information, such as, outcome of conflicts, incompatibility reasons, conflict regions, conflict 

intensities and types of conflicts.     

 

Variables Mean Standard 

deviation 

Median 

Spell duration 1415 2468 457 

Spell numbers 1.85 1.20 1.00 
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Censored (proportion) 0.19 0.29  

Lag of first duration 530 1653  

Lag of second duration 499 1334  

Outcome_Base 0.34 0.47  

Outcome_Peace 0.20 0.40  

Outcome_Victory 0.27 0.44  

Incompatibility_Territory 0.01 0.10  

Incompatibility_Government 0.99 0.10  

Region_Europe 0.09 0.29  

Region_Middle East 0.14 0.35  

Region_Asia 0.33 0.47  

Region_Africa 0.33 0.47  

Region_America 0.10 0.31  

Intensity_Minor 0.67 0.47  

Intensity_Major 0.33 0.47  

Type_Extrasystemic 0.05 0.22  

Type_Interstate 0.15 0.35  

Type_Internal 0.71 0.45  

Type_Interntionalised Internal 0.09 0.29  

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of variables. 
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The mean duration is almost four years (3.88 spell years, 1415 days. There are altogether seven 

conflict spells and mean spell number is 1.5. Nineteen percent of all conflict spells is censored, i.e., 

where the conflict is still going on. During the second spell, the mean of observed first duration 

(first lagged duration) is 530 days. During the third and more spells, the mean of observed second 

duration (second lag of duration) is 499 days. Twenty seven percent of all conflict spell years end 

with victory and twenty percent of conflicts end with peace. The proportion of territory 

incompatibility is only 1 percent; the rest is for governmental incompatibility, 99 percent. The 

majority of spell years take place in Asia and Africa (33 percents of each). The share of conflicts in 

Middle East is 14 percent, and is about 10 percent for America and 9 percent for Europe. Minor 

wars have a larger share than major wars 67 percent; internal wars dominate among other types of 

conflicts total 80 percent of all wars, its 71 percent for internal wars, and 9 percent 

internationalized internal wars respectively. 

 

Non-parametric estimation of survival and hazard functions 

 

Conditional on a war having started in country i starting in year t, we will examine its duration dit 

measured in days. We can then examine expected duration of war E (dit ∣xi,t-1
*
) where xi,t-1

*
 

contains the information in xi,t-1, plus the source of the current conflict xi,t.      

For the random variable D, the duration of a war we can define the distribution function, which 

gives the probability of a war lasting less than d days: F(d) =  P(D < d); the survival function S(d) = 1 - 

F(d); the density function f(d), the probability of a war lasting d days; the hazard function h(d) = f(d)) 

/ S(d), the probability of the conflict ending in on day d, given that it had not ended earlier; and the 

integrated hazard function H(d). 

 

Figure 1, gives the survival function for terminated war spells. The graph shows the proportion of 

wars that are still continuing as a function of the duration, in days, of the conflict. The chances of a 

conflict terminating are higher during the first five years then it stabilizes. Almost 40 percent of all 

wars terminate within one year and almost 60 percent terminate within two years. 

 

Figure 2 shows hazard rate for all conflict terminations as a function of duration of the conflict. The 

termination hazard rate of a war can be understood the risk that a war terminates exactly on that 

day given that it continued from start until the day before. During the first years of conflicts the 

rates of termination are high but go down quickly. The sharp movements of the curve at the end of 

war termination period are observed because of the few countries with continuing wars are left in 

the risk set. 
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Figure 1. Survival function. 
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Figure 2. Hazards of conflict termination. 

Figures 3 and 4 show survival functions of Peace and Ceasefire. Figure 3, gives the survival function 

for war spells which are terminated by Peace. The graph shows again the proportion of wars which 

will end by Peace but that are still continuing as a function of the duration, in days, of the conflict. 

The chances of a conflict terminating with Peace are higher during the first ten years then it goes 

down slightly. 
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Figure 3. Survival of conflict termination with Peace. 
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Figure 4. Survival of conflicts which terminate with ceasefire. 

 

Figure 4, gives the survival function for war spells which are terminated by Ceasefire. The chances 

of a conflict terminating with Ceasefire are not so high, it goes down gradually over years. 

 

Parametric estimation of hazard functions using explanatory variables 

 

The survival and hazard functions above are unconditional, not allowing for characteristics of the 

conflict, and non-parameteric. A common model for how the hazard function is shifted by other 

variables is  

h(d|X,υ)=h₀(d)exp(β’X)υ(γ) 

where X is the vector of explanatory variables, υ is the unobserved heterogeneity term, h₀(d) is the 

baseline hazard.  We estimate a semi-parametric Cox type model, where the baseline hazard is 

unrestricted and parametric duration models, where the baseline hazard, h₀(d), is assumed to be a 
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particular function of time such as Exponential, Weibull, Gompertz, Log-normal or Log-logistic. We 

prefer the Log-logistic since it allows for non-monotonic hazard rates and both positive and 

negative time dependency. Unobserved heterogeneity causes a negative time dependency if it is 

not taken into account in the estimation, though its coefficient was insignificant in all models.  

 

We estimated a Cox type proportional hazard model for different spells, having different 

parameters for the first, second, and third or more spells and separate Log-logistic models: for 

different endings (peace, ceasefire, peace and ceasefire together, victory for side A, victory for side 

B, no or low activity and other; and for cause of conflict (territory or government), for wars in the 

five regions, Europe, Africa, Latin America, Middle-East and Asia, and for minor and major wars, for 

short (short than 365 days) and long (long than 365 days) wars separately. 

 

 

5. Results of semi-parametric and parametric duration models 

 

-  Combined spells and separate spells 

 

Table 6 gives the descriptive statistics of all terminated spells. There are total 1912 spells, which 

1516 of them are censored the rest 396 spells have uncensored values, i.e., the conflicts for these 

cases are terminated. The mean duration lengths of the uncensored spells are twice higher of the 

censored wars (31 years and 17 years respectively). 

 

 

Combined 

Spells  

Origin Destination Spells Mean 

durations 

1 0 0 1516 6131 

1 0 1 396 11297 

Total   1912  

 

Table 6. Combined spells and mean durations of wars. 

 

The total 1912 spells are grouped as First, Second and Third or More Spells in Table 7 below. The different 

Destination Spell numbers from Origin Spells in the table show uncensored spells, i.e. there we observe a 

termination for the conflict. There are total 855 censored spells in the first time conflicts, i.e., they have not 

been terminated yet; 450 of these 855 total conflicts are repeated second time. Then 92 conflicts of total 

450 conflicts terminate but the rest 358 conflicts continue. Among these 358 conflicts 304 conflicts continue 

as third or more conflicts. The total terminated conflicts after the third time are 77.  

 

Combined 

Spells  

Origin Destination Spells Mean 

durations 

1 0 0 855 7371 

1 0 1 226 1239 

Total   1081  

2 0 0 358 4961 

2 0 2 92 1366 

Total   450  

3 or more 0 0 304 4059 

3 or more 0 3 77 1176 

Total   381  

Grand Total   1912  
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Table 7. First, second, three and more spells and mean durations of wars. 

 

 

- Semi-parametric Cox type of proportional hazard estimates and parametric Log-logistic model 

estimates treating spells according to spell orders and different outcomes 

 

We are interested in the end of conflicts; the basic observation is a conflict year. We observe 

certain characteristics of conflicts such as intensity (minor/major), incompatibility 

(territorial/governmental), international dimension (extrasystemic / interstate / internal / 

internalized internal), length (short/long), outcome (peace / ceasefire / victory / no or low 

activity/other). 

     

First we ask what influences the hazard of particular termination, not assuming a parametric 

dependence that is a Cox model in a proportional hazard framework. The transition rate models in 

general are based on parametrical assumptions about the distribution of spell (episode) durations. 

This allows for straightforward maximum likelihood estimation. However, one not always has 

sufficient reasons to choose a specific model. The best strategy seems then to use a variety of 

different model specifications and to look for similar outcomes. 

 

An alternative was proposed by Cox [1972] and subsequently discussed by many other authors. For 

the single transition case, and based on a continuous time variable t, the model, generally called a 

Cox Proportional Hazard Model is 

h(d|X,υ)=h₀(d)exp(β’X(t))υ(γ) 

The transition rate h(d|X, υ) depends on an unspecified baseline rate, h0(d), and on a vector of 

covariates X(t) with coefficients β’. The covariates may depend on the process time, t. 

 

Second we ask, what influences the "hazard" of ending, the risk of ending in a given year given that 

it has continued up to that year, as a function characteristics and form of termination. Thus we 

estimate a Log-logistic model for these terminations. 

 

The standard log-logistic model is based on the assumption that the duration variable follows a log-

logistic distribution. The density, survivor, and rate functions for this distribution are: 

 

 

 
 

 
 

The time when the rate reaches its maximum , is given by 
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     and 

 
 

Starting values for estimating the standard log-logistic model are not critical, and in most situations 

it is sufficient to set the shape parameter  and to use for the parameter the constant rate of 

an accordingly defined exponential null model. 

 

In Table 8, the parameter estimates are reported for the semi-parametric Cox Proportional Hazard 

Model and the parametric Log-logistic Model of conflict termination. 

 

 
 

 

 

Variables 

 

Cox Proportional Hazard Model 

 

 

Log-logistic Models 

Spell 1 Spell 2 Spell 3 

and 

more 

All Spells Peace or 

Ceasefire 

Victory No or 

low 

activity 

Govern

ment 

Long Major Internal 

Constant A 0 0 0 -8.50
0
 

(1.69) 

-9.55
0
 

(1.92) 

-17.73
0
 

(2.55) 

-12.67
0
 

(1.23) 

-3.36 

(3.67) 

-7.39
0
 

(1.00)  

-8.14
0
 

(0.61) 

-8.57
0
 

(2.96) 

In_Govern 8.14 

(47.87) 

-0.42 

(0.75) 

-0.47 

(0.74) 

-0.50 

(1.51) 

-1.28 

(1.63) 

0 0 0 -1.41 

(0.88)  

0 -0.52 

(2.89) 

R_Middle -0.55 

(0.38) 

-1.60
0
 

(0.39) 

-0.62
9
 

(0.37) 

-2.71
0
 

(0.59) 

-3.15
0
 

(0.82) 

-3.13
7
 

(1.72) 

-1.37
5
 

(0.69) 

-3.07
3
 

(1.41) 

-1.60
0
 

(0.42)  

-0.37 

(0.76) 

-3.31
0
 

(0.70) 

R_Asia -1.70
0
 

(0.37) 

-2.38
0
 

(0.34) 

-0.90
1
 

(0.33) 

-4.34
0
 

(0.54) 

-4.91
0
 

(0.74) 

-7.69
0
 

(1.71) 

-2.08
0
 

(0.63) 

-6.83
0
 

(1.36) 

-2.20
0
 

(0.37) 

-3.09
0
 

(0.67) 

-4.53
0
 

(0.62) 

R_Africa -0.49 

(0.34) 

-1.18
0
 

(0.31) 

-0.41 

(0.34) 

-2.12
0
 

(0.53) 

-2.68
0
 

(0.67) 

-2.15 

(1.53) 

-0.98 

(0.64) 

-9.46
0
 

(0.51) 

-1.45
0
 

(0.37) 

-3.11
0
 

(0.69) 

-2.29
0
 

(0.61) 

R_America 0.38 

(0.36) 

-1.52
0
 

(0.43) 

-1.99
0
 

(0.59) 

-2.21
0
 

(0.63) 

-3.22
0
 

(0.88) 

1.11 

(1.63) 

-4.03
0
 

(1.07) 

-5.42
0
 

(1.36) 

-2.92
0
 

(0.55) 

-2.27
1
 

(0.88) 

-2.78
0
 

(0.73) 

Int_Major 0.31 

(0.22) 

0.11 

(0.23) 

-1.22
0
 

(0.28) 

-0.03 

(0.30) 

1.15
0
 

(0.42) 

0.09 

(0.88) 

-1.01
1
 

(0.37) 

-1.12
3
 

(0.52) 

0.65
1
 

(0.20) 

0 -0.25 

(0.36) 

T_interstate 1.79
0
 

(0.53) 

2.79
0
 

(0.49) 

3.10
0
 

(0.64) 

5.39
0
 

(0.72) 

5.56
0
 

(1.02) 

8.65
0
 

(2.40) 

5.55
0
 

(1.16) 

6.85
9
 

(3.99) 

1.75
0
 

(0.50) 

0 0 

T_Internal 0.25 

(0.047) 

-0.17 

(0.44) 

1.18
5
 

(0.59) 

-0.09 

(0.59) 

-0.53 

(0.86) 

1.14 

(2.03) 

1.72 

(1.05) 

-3.16 

(3.46) 

-0.83
2
 

(0.35) 

0 0 

Constant B 

(Shape 

Parameter) 

0 0 0 -0.86
0
 

(0.05) 

-0.65
0
 

(0.09) 

-1.44
0
 

(0.09) 

-0.55
0
 

(0.07) 

-1.03
0
 

(0.07) 

-0.21
0
 

(0.06) 

-0.56
0
 

(0.08) 

-0.95
0
 

(0.05) 

Neg Log-Lik 

without variables 

2726 4362 1326 1494 1470 1915 2426 1411 3511 

Neg Log-Lik with 

variables 

2584 3897 1186 1164 1643 1656 2357 1346 3187 

Spells          

0 to 0 1539 1516 1805 1790 1768 637 1502 428 1372 

0 to 1 122 107 79 396 107 122 144 175 207 129 313 

Sum 1912 1912 1912 1912 1912 812 1709 557 1685 

 

Table 8. The estimated parameters in Cox Proportional Hazard and Log-logistic models of conflict 

termination. 

 

Unobserved heterogeneity estimates are not significant. It seems that frailty is not important. 

Therefore the models which are reported in Table 8 are without unobserved heterogeneity 

parameter estimates. 

 

The parameter of having an incompatibility because of Governmental Issues is only significantly 

estimated in Cox proportional hazard model. The termination risk of the conflict increases when it 

has a governmental issue during the first spell but it decreases during the second and third or more 

spells. It can be seen that chances of conflict termination is higher during the first conflict spell 
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because of involvement of other parties. If it has not been stopped during the first spell then the 

termination chances are getting lower for repeated conflict spells. 

   

Regardless the conflict outcome, conflicts have longer spells in regions beyond Europe. From the 

shortest to the longest conflict spells are distributed among regions as follows: Europe, Africa, Latin 

America, Middle-East and Asia. 

 

Intensity of wars is also important. Major conflicts terminate with Peace or Ceasefire more likely 

than minor wars and termination chances are higher again if conflicts have the characters as long 

wars. But having inter-state conflicts lower termination chances of termination for low activity wars 

or these wars are in Africa or they have a governmental incompatibility character. That means that 

major wars for any reason terminate faster than minor ones. It also means that we observe shorter 

spells if conflicts cost more lives. In other words, the termination risks are lowered by the intensity 

of wars if conflicts are showing no activity  

 

 

Conflicts between states terminate more likely than internal wars. In this sense, it can be said that 

civil wars have longer spells than wars between states. Having an internal war also lowers the 

termination risks of long conflicts.  

 

6. Conclusions 

    

Regardless of the conflict outcome, conflicts are shorter in Europe, followed in increasing length by 

Africa, Latin America, Middle-East and Asia. Major conflicts terminate more quickly than minor ones 

except where they terminate with low activity which is to be expected. Conflicts between states 

terminate more quickly than internal wars. In other words, civil wars have longer spells than wars 

between states, by holding size constant. 

     

The unobserved heterogeneity parameter is not significant. In this sense, the models which are 

estimated using Cox proportional hazard model or log-logistic model assumptions without 

controlling unobserved heterogeneity fit well to the data set. It seems that there is no need to 

control some unobserved heterogeneity in the estimations of the specified models in this paper. 
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